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Achieve digital 
excellence
To succeed in digital, it must 

permeate every part of your 

business – from top level strategy, 

organisational structure and staff 

capabilities, to technology and 

processes. Econsultancy is the 

only business of its kind that 

bridges the gap between strategy 

and action through a unique mix of 

research, training and events.

ENABLE INSPIRE

Public and 
in-company 

training courses

Subscriptions and 
online resources

Industry-leading
events

Digital 
transformation 

services

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Our research and online resources 
are produced by our own analysts 
and researchers with two goals in 
mind: to provide you with the insight 
you need and ability to put what you 
know into practice

TRAINING COURSES
We're not just trainers – we’re 
practitioners. That means the 
insights we share are tested, 
honed and always up-to-date.

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Address strategy, people, 
processes and technology to close 
the gap between where you are 
now and where you need to be.

EVENTS AND NETWORKING
Our events are carefully curated to 
provide inspiration and fresh 
thinking, practical focus on the 
topics that matter as well as 
enviable networking.

A UNIQUE COMBINATION FOR 

SUCCESS

Subscribe and conquer: get in touch today by calling +44 (0) 207 970 4133 or email 
subs.support@econsultancy.com



HOW WE HELP OUR SUBSCRIBERS

The 
subscription 
components

1. DATA AND INSIGHT
Facts, figures, trends, survey results 
and insight to stay informed on the 
market and shape strategic decisions. 

2. TOOLKITS AND TEMPLATES
The ‘how to’ of practical execution. 

3. SUPPLIER SELECTION
Buyers guides to help you find the right 
partners.

4. ELEARNING MODULES
Interactive training on the digital 
fundamentals for each channel.

5. ROUNDTABLES AND EVENTS
Learn from peers, grow your 
network, and share common digital 
challenges.

6. BEST PRACTICE REPORTS
Advice and best practice from our 
digital experts on operating as 
efficiently as possible.  

7. CASE STUDY DATABASE
Verified real life examples of digital 
best practice in action. See the 
ROI. 

8. DAILY NEWS UPDATES
Stay up to date, with insight 
delivered direct to your inbox.

9. WEBINARS AND TREND 
UPDATES
Get ahead of the competition and 
stay there – updates on the latest 
technology, processes and 
innovations.

10. ANALYST TIME & ACCOUNT 
MANAGEMENT
Analyst sessions to bring 
subscription content to life and in 
context.

1 2 3

8 9 10

4 5 6 7

Subscribe and conquer: get in touch today by calling +44 (0) 207 970 4133 or email 
subs.support@econsultancy.com



TEXT

Insight and 
advice from an 
expert 
practitioner

Pick and choose the 
video training 
sessions you want to 
deliver.

Customised 
learning 
materials

We’ll handpick the 
resources that will 
most benefit your 
team from our 
extensive library of 
research.

No messing 
about

Easily access the 
online classroom 
through your 
Econsultancy sign-on.

In-person follow 
up

Evaluate your 
experience with 
Econsultancy.

Keep learning

Even after the modules 
are completed, you’ll 
have access to our raft 
of resources through 
your Econsultancy
subscription.

Bespoke Online Training

Even the 
trickiest 
questions 
answered

Private live Q&A 
sessions with the trainer 
allow for a more open 
learning environment 
(available on-demand 
for those who cannot 
attend the live sessions).

Tailor your online learning experience to the specific needs of your team. We can create an entirely bespoke online learning 

classroom that ensures your most pressing challenges are addressed.

YOUR TAILORED ONLINE EXPERIENCE

Find out more: get in touch today by calling +44 (0) 207 970 4133 or email subs.support@econsultancy.com



Econsultancy 
Training
By arming a global community of marketers 

and ecommerce professionals with a wide 

range of research, data, analysis, training, 

consulting, events and online resources, we 

enable organisations to succeed online. We 

were founded in 1999, but just like digital, we 

haven’t stood still – our services are now 

relied upon by more than 600,000 

professionals every single month.



Michelle Goodall

E: training@econsultancy.com

T: +44 (0)20 7970 4167

Digital Marketing 
Fast Track



About Michelle Goodall
@greenwellys

BIOGRAPHY

• Specialises in digital transformation, communications and social media. 

• Formerly Head of Digital at Lexis PR she has over 20 years’ digital 

communications and consultancy experience. She has worked on digital 

transformation projects for London2012, Direct Line Group, Random 

House Penguin, V&A, Viacom, CAF,  BBC, UK Gov (MOD, HMRC) US 

Gov (US Embassy).

• Clients include many where NDA contracts are in place, but span 

beauty/fashion, not-for-profits, banks, manufacturers, construction, 

FMCG, higher education and legal.

• Michelle is a chartered Communications professional (MCIPR) and has 

been active in developing social media standards for the industry – she 

was a member of CIPR’s social media panel and a founder member of 

Measurement Camp.

• Michelle is one of the world’s leading trainers in digital marketing. She 

designs and delivers much of Econsultancy’s global face-to-face and 

online learning.



Agenda – Day 1

TOPIC

Introduction

The Digital Context

Break

Planning Digital Marketing 

TOPIC

Lunch

Content Strategy & Content Marketing

Search Engine Marketing: SEO

Break

Search Engine Marketing: PPC

Morning Afternoon



Agenda – Day 2

TOPIC

Review Day 1

Display Advertising

Social Media

Break

TOPIC

Lunch

User Experience & Conversion Rate 
Optimisation

Email & Marketing Automation  

Break

Analysis & Measurement

Performance, Affiliate & Influencer 
Marketing

Morning Afternoon



Learning Objectives

How will I benefit the course?

• Gain a deeper understanding of the impact of digital 

technologies on how we live our lives

• Get a complete overview of digital marketing

• Understand how to plan and execute effective digital 

marketing campaigns

• Become more familiar with the key channels, tools and 

platforms of digital marketing

• Develop an understanding of some of the future trends in 

digital



Introductions

Introductions

• Who are you ?

• Where do you work ?

• What do you want from our time

together ?

• Coin date – transformative digital 

platforms, services or tools ?



The Digital Context



The Digital Context

• Lives

• Work

• Marketing

• Emerging Trends



“
“

What is digital?



What is digital?

DIGITAL CONTEXT



A second on the internet

>2.7m emails sent

>72,961 Google Searches

>3,676 Skype Calls

>8,402 Tweets

>77,784 YouTube videos watched

901 Instagram posts

www.internetlivestats.com

http://www.internetlivestats.com/


Digital eras

“Search”

“Content”

“Social”

“Mobile”

“Personalisation”

“AI”?

“Augmented

reality” ?

“Control”

“Data”?



How has digital transformed our lives?



We expect innovation and new interfaces



We expect interactivity

From our devices From brands and organisations



We crave connectedness

Source: We Are Social



We expect convenience



We expect convenience

Click to watch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrmMk1Myrxc


Increased use of conversational user interfaces 
(UIs) – conversational info > commerce

• Live chat on e-commerce sites

• Live chat on messaging Apps

• Chatbots on sites or Apps

• Voice assistants

• 20% of Google searches are voice

• >100 million Amazon Prime 

Subscribers



The future of digital is conversational

Click to watch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-lfHXKbsMLE


VR is a reality – what can you imagine 
for your brand?



AI powers so many of our digital experiences 

(+ tools)

Source: Gartner for Marketers



We must adapt 
to changing 
consumer 
contexts…
e.g. the era of 
mobile

DIGITAL CONTEXT

Source: https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/102755/adults-media-use-attitudes-2017.pdf

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/102755/adults-media-use-attitudes-2017.pdf


Mobile is at the center of the multi-screen 

omnichannel world

• >60% of searches on mobile 

• 91% of Facebook usage (Daily 

Active Users) is on mobile

• 90% Of Facebook advertising 

revenue is on mobile

• 90% of mobile media time is spent in 

apps



Mobile has transformed data

Data has become a signal of customer 

behaviour and intent



These moments have fragmented the 

traditional customer journey

Human
Needs

Advertising 
Objectives

Source: Think with Google



From funnels to pretzels – the changing 

shape of the customer journey

Source: McKinsey & Company 2009



The Value in Digital

DIGITAL CONTEXT



Disruption is rife!



A rapidly changing work environment

DIGITAL CONTEXT



A rapidly changing work environment

DIGITAL CONTEXT

Source: McKinsey & Company - Strategic Principles for Competing in a Digital Age

1. New pressure on prices and margins

2. Competitors emerge from unexpected places

3. Developing ecommerce and business models – Red Bull’s 

media business, John Lewis as an incubator, Unilever buying 

subscription business Dollar Shave Club

4. What effect will Artificial Intelligence have on jobs?

5. What effect will Blockchain have on organisational 

transparency and ethics?



If we operate in the plateau, we may be too late

Source: Gartner



Beware of too much tech, not enough 
customers…

DIGITAL CONTEXT



Our marketing reality can be…well…sometimes 
unreal!

DIGITAL CONTEXT



Let’s break for….



Planning digital marketing



Planning digital 
marketing

• Defining strategy and planning

• Audience insight

• Setting objectives

• Channel selection

• Integration

• Optimisation



“
“

CIM definition: "The management process responsible for identifying, anticipating

and satisfying customer requirements profitably”.

Exercise:

What is marketing?



It’s getting more complex

DIGITAL CONTEXT



Spend in ‘digital’ 
increasing 

DIGITAL CONTEXT

Source: Advertising Association



Search, Content, 
Display, Email and 
Social still dominate 
digital
marketing…

Source: Econsultancy Marketing Budgets Report

DIGITAL CONTEXT

How is your digital marketing budget split 

between different channels?



The Basis for a 
Good 
Strategy…

PLANNING

A strategy is a coherent set 

of analyses, arguments and 

actions that respond to a 

significant challenge. 

A good strategy derives from 

consideration of many plausible 

courses of action and selects, 

in a deliberate, reasoned way, 

one/some of those courses of 

action to the exclusion of 

others.



The Basis for 
a Good 
Strategy…

What data do we 

have?

How do we analyse it?

How do we interpret 

the results?

What is the data 

telling us?

What is the pivotal 

insight?

What is the simple 

story?

What is the unifying 

vision?

How to we align action?

How do we all pull in the same direction?

How can we amplify the efforts of others?

PLANNING



What is strategy and planning?

Strategy:

A strategy is the over-arching 

diagnosis, guiding policy and 

direction 

Plan:

A plan is the ‘sequence of events that 

allows one to move with confidence 

from one state of affairs to another’

The fundamental 
questions we are 

asking:

Where am I now?

Where do I want to get to?

How do I get there?

How do I know when I’ve got there

Source: Lawrence Freedman, Strategy: A History

PLANNING



Planning Frameworks

Strategy:

A strategy is the over-arching diagnosis, 

guiding policy and direction 

The fundamental questions 

we are asking:

https://econsultancy.com/blog/68794-how-to-plan-your-digital-strategy-with-the-prosper-framework

PLANNING

• A strategic planning process 

framework provides clear structure to 

create and manage your plan

• Enables you to build a plan around 

your customer – not your products or 

tactics

• It is insight-led

• SOSTAC® is a planning process 

framework to help structure and 

manage implementation of plans

• PROSPER is an Econsultancy 

planning model

https://econsultancy.com/blog/68794-how-to-plan-your-digital-strategy-with-the-prosper-framework


PLANNING

Prepare

Research

Strategy

Plan

Execute

Review

Objective

Where are we now, and what do we need in order to succeed?

Assets, competitive context, stakeholders, capability, tools, data

Where do want to get to?

Smart objective, key measures/KPIs

How do we get there?

Channel selection, integration, £

What are the specific steps we will take?

Utilisation of channels, sequence of events

What are the key actions that we are taking?

RACI, agency responsibilities, optimisation, tactics, campaigns, always-

on activity

How did we perform, and can we do better?

Achievement of objective, learnings and insights, application and sharing for continuous 

improvement

What are the key insights providing the foundation for our campaign?

Personas/audience segmentation, key insights, market data, audience needs, competitor 

analysis 

Planning Frameworks



PLANNING



Digital marketing strategy

Strategy:

A strategy is the over-arching diagnosis, 

guiding policy and direction 

Plan:

A plan is the ‘sequence of events that 

allows one to move with confidence from 

one state of affairs to another’

PLANNING

• How are you going to achieve the goals and objectives?

• Setting a meaningful digital marketing strategy – some considerations:
– Targeting and Audience Segmentation

– Positioning

– Value Proposition

– Brand Strategy

– Online Presence

– Content and Engagement Strategy

– Acquisition Strategy

– Conversion Strategy

– Retention Strategy

– Advocacy Strategy

– Data Strategy

– Omni-channel Strategy

– Social Media/Email/Search/Affiliate/Partner Strategy

– Governance Strategy



Digital marketing tactics

Strategy:

A strategy is the over-arching diagnosis, 

guiding policy and direction 

Plan:

A plan is the ‘sequence of events that 

allows one to move with confidence from 

one state of affairs to another’

The fundamental questions 

we are asking:

PLANNING

• The details of the strategy

• How are you going to implement the 

strategy

• How are you going to measure the 

effectiveness of each channel, platform 

and tactic

• Different tactics are planned to support 

different objectives



The five golden rules of 

effective planning…



1
Start with the 
user and work 
backwards

PLANNING



PLANNING

1. Customer Acquisition
2. Customer Conversion

3. Customer Retention
4. Customer Advocacy

Customer lifecycles 



PLANNING

Customer/Audience segmentation

Segmentation is critical to digital marketing. It helps organisations 

manage a range of audience/customer relationships, and forms a 

cornerstone of a good digital marketing plan. 



• Consumer journey stage

• Interests

• Benefits sought

• Purchasing behavior

• Content engagement 

• Brand use

• Occasion / timing

• Consumer satisfaction

• Consumer loyalty

• User status / logged in / location etc.

+more

Customer/Audience segmentation so much more 
than demographics!



Customer intent

Human
Needs

Advertising 
Objectives

Source: Avinash Kaushik



AN EXAMPLE OF INTENT PLANNING FRAMEWORK



CareDoThinkSee

Largest addressable qualified audience

Environmentally conscious people

who want to look and feel good



See DoThink Care

I want to try an app 
that helps me to make 
mindfulness part of my 
daily habits

I want to get tips on 
how to live more 
sustainably

I want to know 
whether my health 
role models ever talk 
about ethical issues

I want to learn 
about simple life-hacks 
that help me improve my 
health and beauty regime

I want to compare the 
ethical credentials of 
different brands

I want to locate
the nearest store that 
sells Lush cosmetics

I want to see
beauty videos for easy 
fresh new looks

I want to find out 
about other Lush 
products

I want to share
photos of my Lush 
regime with my 
friends

I want a Lush 
discount voucher 
code

Moments of varying levels 

of intent on a typical Lush

customer journey



See DoThink Care

I want to try an app 

that helps me to make 

mindfulness part of 

my daily habits

I want to get tips 

on how to live 

more sustainably

I want to know 

whether my health 

role models ever 

talk about ethical 

issues

I want to learn 

about simple life-hacks 

that help me improve my 

health and beauty 

regime

I want to compare the 

ethical credentials of 

different brands

I want to locate

the nearest store 

that sells Lush 

cosmetics

I want to see

beauty videos for 

easy fresh new looks

I want to find out 

about other Lush 

products

I want to share

photos of my Lush 

regime with my 

friends

I want a Lush 

discount voucher 

code

Interested in sustainability. Watches 

videos about ethical living

Searches for beauty vloggers on 

YouTube

Reads reviews on Mindfulness apps

Browses websites and social media 

for beauty tips, exercise and healthy 

living

Reading online brand reviews 

Browses blogs about health 

and ethics

Visits Lush website. 

uses Store locator

Does a Google search for 

Lush voucher codes

Has subscribed to newsletter or 

participated in a competition. 

Sharing photos with #LushLooks on 

Instagram and Facebook

Signal that could identify

the moments on a typical Lush

customer journey



Understanding customer needs -Audience Insight

Product 

or Service

MARKET RESEARCH

MARKET REALITY

Search: keyword research tool

Social: listening tools

Digital: analytical tools, campaign data

Polls, survey data, history, focus 

groups, qual research.

C
u

s
to

m
e
r

PLANNING



Creating 
Audience
Segments and 
personas

PLANNING



Empathy Mapping - Plotting where you meet 
needs and create value

MARKET REALITY

………………….Understanding Intent……………….



Building a campaign briefing framework

BY

TO

GET

SOLUTION

Audience Targeting

Measurement

Messages Media & Content

WHO

Who do you want to talk to? How 

would you describe them? 

WHAT 

What do you want them to feel, think 

or do? What needs to change?

HOW 

What will you broadly say to make 

them feel, think or act that way?

BRIEFING



The Lush Get-To-By

active people that have to juggle different 

priorities in their busy lives and are striving to 

become the best version of themselves, 

specifically by improving mentally and physically

feel that making small changes in their habits 

(adding Activade Pure) can significantly advance 

their goals in well-being, focus and performance

being a daily partner in their journey to reaching 

their full potential

Environmentally - conscious people who 

want to look and feel good about 

themselves

Feel that introducing Lush into their daily 

regime can enhance their wellbeing and 

make them feel they are looking good 

from the inside out

Convincing people of the freshness and 

earth-friendly properties of their 

handmade cosmetics

BRIEFING

BY

TO

GET
Avoids demographic descriptions

Talks about interests and 

passions

Sparks ideas for creative and 

media execution 

Avoid jargon and captures 

real human behavior

Spells out the required shifts 

in mindset or behaviour

Describes the mindset of a person



Exercise Part 1: Build a campaign brief for 
your brand

BY

TO

GET
WHO

Who do you want to talk to? How 

would you describe them? 

WHAT 

What do you want them to feel, think 

or do? What needs to change?

HOW 

What will you broadly say to make 

them feel, think or act that way?

BRIEFING



A typical customer journey – booking a 
holiday

MARKET REALITY



Customer 
journey 
mapping

PLANNING



Customer lifecycles/customer journey maps

MARKET REALITY

Touchpoints
Digital and 
non-digital

Actions

Feelings

Discover
Research/

Evaluate
Buy Use Loyalty Advocacy

Exposed to
Advertising

Display Ads
Print/Broadcast 
Ads
Sponsorships
POS & Retailer 
promotions
Email
Affiliate
Social Media

Neutral

Customer Journey MapAudience 
Segments/
Personas

Let’s take “Plan ahead Paul” what does a typical 
customer lifecycle looks like for him?

Compare brands
Exposed to 
content

Word of Mouth
Search 
Display
Social Media
Retailer sites
Reviews/Ratings
Brand website
PPC/SEO
Affiliate

Do I like this brand?
Do others say good 
things?

Retailer
Online retailer  
Specialist (store &
online)
Reseller (e.g. boutique 
store & online)
Brand website
Content/Social media 
buy buttons

Wants convenience
Needs assurance
he’s made right choice

Selection based 
on emotional/
functional 



Exercise : 
Customer 
journey 
mapping

Map out your last significant 

purchase  - how did you feel 

at each stage (emotions, 

pains and passions)

What were the touch points 

– digital and non-digital?

What mobile moments did 

you encounter?

See: Stretch exercise or post 

workshop action



2Use the right 
channel, use 
more than one

PLANNING



Display

Search

Social

CRM

Website
(brand)

Role of channels – constantly changes

Awareness Preference Purchase Loyalty

PLANNING



Channel selection

Where are 
my 

audience?

What are 
my 

objectives?

PLANNING



Media-multiplier effect

PLANNING



3 Think 
Integrated

PLANNING



PESO

PLANNING



Always on and campaigns

PLANNING

Source: John Willshire ‘What is Media Planning’



Digital and physical

PLANNING

Rebecca Minkoff’s New York 

Connected Store

blends best of digital with a retail 

space

Has increased time in store and 

sales.

Data generated in changing room 

enables them to dynamically change 

their merchandising in-store.

Click here to watch

https://youtu.be/6G3JIyG_GeY?t=19


4 Set clear 
objectives

PLANNING



Objective Setting in practice 

PLANNING



Basic objective setting in practice

Strategy:

A strategy is the over-arching diagnosis, 

guiding policy and direction 

Plan:

A plan is the ‘sequence of events that 

allows one to move with confidence from 

one state of affairs to another’

The fundamental questions 

we are asking:

PLANNING

Goal

• Increase number of quality sales prospects by 10% within 6 months

Objectives

• Increase number of UUs to blog by 30% by Q4 2019

• Increase LinkedIn/Twitter/YouTube reach by 20% by Q4 2019

• Secure 25 organic new, quality links to website by Q4 2019

Strategy

• Produce a unique online library of ‘Thought Leadership’ material as basis of an lead 

gen > acquisition program

Tactics

• Drive prospects into our online lead generation process

• Designate an internal content and social team

• Develop an editorial calendar & post 3 blog posts per month

• Support corporate and personal social reach with targeted paid social activity for 

successful posts

• Task comms team to secure links from online PR/placement of key features and 

assets



Detailed objective setting in practice

Plan:

A plan is the ‘sequence of events that 

allows one to move with confidence from 

one state of affairs to another’

The fundamental questions 

we are asking:

PLANNING



Measures

Strategy:

A strategy is the over-arching diagnosis, 

guiding policy and direction 

Plan:

A plan is the ‘sequence of events that 

allows one to move with confidence from 

one state of affairs to another’

The fundamental questions 

we are asking:

PLANNING

We recommend four different types of measures

1. Top-level broad goals to show how the business can benefit from digital 

channels

2. Mid-long term vision that can articulate the transformation required

3. Specific SMART objectives to give clear direction and commercial targets

4. Key Performance Indicators to check you are on track 

SMART – Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-bound



5
Optimise, 
optimise, 
optimise

PLANNING



Optimisation

PLANNING



• Start with the user and work backwards

• Use the right channel, use more than one

• Think integrated

• Optimise, optimise, optimise

• Use a planning framework – like 

PROSPER

Summary

PLANNING



https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/tools

Google Trends, Shopping Insights, Consumer 

Barometer, 

Graph Builder

Gartner’s Hype Cycle

McKinsey Consumer Decision Journey 

…and more!

Tools and resource

PLANNING

https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/tools


Content marketing



Content marketing

• Content marketing and the customer 

journey

• Frameworks for content marketing

• Defining your content marketing mission



MARKET REALITY

What is Content ?

CONTENT MARKETING

Creative 

Messaging
Type/Format

INFORMATION



MARKET REALITY

What is Content Marketing?

‘Creation & delivery of information tailored to audience needs

where both business and audience gain value from the exchange 

of content for attention. The primary goal is to convert audiences 

to a business building outcome’

Source: Michelle Goodall

CONTENT MARKETING



MARKET REALITY

Content Marketing

Supports your 

business goals

Sweet 

spot of 
valuable 

content

Supports your 

customer 
needs

CONTENT MARKETING



MARKET REALITY

Must have a purpose throughout the customer 
journey

CONTENT MARKETING

Awareness building,

Shareable, Captures 

attention

Preference generating: Informative, 

engaging, educating, credibility 

building

Loyalty generating: reinforces, 

reassures, adds value, positive 

experience, ongoing conversation

Purchase 

generating, 

Actionable, 

compelling, 

convincing



MARKET REALITY

The key here is ‘value’

B2B value proposition B2C value proposition

Make my work easier Make my life easier

Help me develop my career Help me learn and explore

Make me look good Make me look good

Make me feel better about my work Make me feel better about my life

CONTENT MARKETING



MARKET REALITY

…and purposeful content

Supports your 

business goals

CONTENT MARKETING



MARKET REALITY

Inbound and outbond marketing

Supports your 

business goals

“Outbound Marketing" is where a marketer 

pushes his message out far and wide hoping 

that it resonates with target audiences.

“Inbound Marketing" is where you "get 

found" by pulling people already resident 

online and learning about your industry.

CONTENT MARKETING



Content Strategy before Content Marketing 

Where are we now?

Audience/persona 

definition/conversation

Inventory/audit/Assets/Standar

ds/Resources

Where do we want to get 

to?

Positioning/purpose/tone

Objectives/goals

How do we get there?

Planning/themes

Calendars/workflow

Production/Distribution

Tagging/taxonomy

How do we know when 

we’ve got there?

Measurement/Analytics/eval

uation

Review/optimisation

Inventory/audit/Assets/Stan

dards/Resources

“plans for the creation, publication, and 

governance of useful, usable content.”



Essence:

What does the brand stand for/what’s 

our purpose/our ‘why’? 

Personality:

Tone of voice, what is our point of view?

Proposition:

What are the main content themes? 

Why should audiences/customers 

engage with us?

What is credible and relevant territory 

for us?

CONTENT MARKETING

Brand alignment



MARKET REALITY

Content marketing missions

Define your content marketing mission

CONTENT MARKETING



MARKET REALITY

Exercise:

Define your content marketing mission

The content we produce helps our 

organization/business/brand accomplish 

___________GOAL_________________ and 

_________________GOAL_____________

by providing ______ADJECTIVE_______ and 

___________ADJECTIVE content that makes

____AUDIENCE/E__________ feel

__________EMOTION____________ so that 

they can ________TASK_______________

The content we produce helps our business 

reach new customers and retain and grow 

existing customers

by providing helpful and empathic content that 

makes

people with sensitive skin feel understood so that 

they can feel more confident and get on with their 

lives

CONTENT MARKETING



MARKET REALITY

Hero, Help, Hub

HUB

Regularly updated, 

destination, valuable 

and engaging

Subscribe-like-follow

HERO

Entertain, inspire

Emotional storytelling

Promoted through 

paid media/PR/link 

building

HELP

Be useful, the most 

compelling answer to 

the question, 

Discovered via social 

or search

CONTENT MARKETING



MARKET REALITY

Hero, Hub, Help

CONTENT MARKETING

https://longitudes.ups.com/

https://longitudes.ups.com/


MARKET REALITY

Hero, Hub, Help

Content Theme: 

• Content Marketing

Content Format: 

• Periodic Table embeddable visual

• A4 Wallchart

• Organic social posts

• Paid social posts

CONTENT MARKETING



MARKET REALITY

Hero, Hub, Help

Searches for 

‘how to’ increased 
by 70% year on 

year

CONTENT MARKETING



Content marketing & strategy

70

20

10

Amplified by success

Planned and Always-on 

activation 
Guided by 

content themes/ consumer 
journey / seasonality 

/campaigns

Agile, experimentation, 

Responsive
Guided by opportunity

CONTENT MARKETING



MARKET REALITY

Content KPIs?

CONTENT MARKETING



• Content strategy before content marketing

• Define role of content in the customer journey

• Define a content marketing mission and pillars 

• Align content formats to channel and objectives

• Optimise, optimise, optimise

Summary

CONTENT MARKETING



Content Marketing:

What better questions 
can we ask of our 
internal teams or 
agency?

What will you do 
differently?



Search Engine Marketing: SEO



Search Engine 
Marketing: SEO

• Importance

• Keywords

• Link Strategy

• Trends



Customer journey mapping and search marketing

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



MARKET REALITY

What is Search Engine Optimisation?

• Search engine optimisation (SEO) is the process of improving a 

website’s visibility within the “organic” search results.

• There are many factors that cause sites to be relevant for search 

results, but they can all be boiled down to: 

– Technical Elements – helps search engines crawl and access content

– Content – provides dynamic and most relevant content to users

– Authority – inbound links indicates “votes” of quality and relevance

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



Why is SEO important?

• Online and offline activity drive search behavior and click volumes

Paid Search Drives 

Approximately 17% of clicks

Organic Results (SEO)

Drives Approximately

83% of Clicks

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



Why is SEO important?

Source: MEC July 2014

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



Search drives most traffic

Source: Nathan Safran Conductor Blog

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



Google (90%) Bing (6%) Yahoo! (2.5%) Other (1.5%)

UK Search 

Engine 

Market Share 

is dominated 

by Google

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



MARKET REALITY

A website is 
part of an 
ecosystem

• The internet is a mass of websites 

as part of an international 

ecosystem

• Each website has an ecosystem 

created by one page on a website 

linking to another

• Search engines use this link 

ecosystem to understand what 

websites are about and which 

are the most important websites 

on the web 

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION

How Search Works

Click to watch

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNHR6IQJGZs


MARKET REALITY



MARKET REALITY



MARKET REALITY



MARKET REALITY



How does Google rank pages?

• Relevancy

• Content

• Assets

• Website Structure / internal links

• Popularity

• Inbound links

• Citations

• Social signals

• Click Through Rate (CTR)

• Behaviour

• User profiling

• Searcher intent

• Device / location

Hundreds of individual factors across each of these areas are taken 

into consideration when ranking a single page

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



Four trends that are changing our search 
behaviour

Over 60% Over 20% in App Overtaken Social Nearly 4 each

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



The key to understanding your SEO 
performance

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



SEO audit

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION

An SEO audit provides you with information as to your current status and how good or 

bad that may be. 



SEO work is broadly divided into three main 
elements

On Page Optimisation

Numerous on page & technical 

rankings factors search engines 

use in combination to determine the 

relevancy of a page.

Off Page Optimisation

Search engines use links to 

establish how popular a particular 

page is. Building and earning links 

from trusted sites is critical.  

Technical SEO

Ensuring website is compatible 

with search engine guidelines and 

can be indexed and ranked for 

keyword searches.

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



Search Principles 

• Think about on page (content)

• Ensure developers understand what search engines value (speed, security, 

structure, relevance etc.)

• Create great web content that other people want to link to

AND meets the needs of people who are searching for products or services 

like yours

• Reach out to those sites and people that might link to it (generate 

authoritative links)

• Back up with social media – encourage sharing (signals)

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



How does the search engine make sense of the 
page?

• Topic

• Title tag

• URL

• Internal link structure

• Internal text anchor link

• H1 Heading

• Words used in first paragraph

• Semantically related words

• ALT image attribute

• H2 heading

• Words used in lists

• File name

• Text in bold

• Text in Italics

• H3 Heading

• Meta description

• Meta keywords

Ranked in terms of importance

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



What are keywords?

“All SEO starts with keyword 

research. Keywords are the search 

term a user types into the search 

engine to find what they need and 

as such they are the first thing an 

SEO has to think about when 

optimising a web page” 

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



Balance of keywords across the 
curve

“trainers

“nike trainers”          

“mens nike air max 90 size 10”

Head
Very Large volumes of 

searches across few terms 

– highly competitive 

(harder to rank for, long 

term aim)

Long Tail
Smaller volumes of 

searches across many 
terms – less competitive 

(easier to rank for and can 
convert well in smaller 

numbers)

Middle
High to Medium volumes 

of searches across select 

keywords – very 

competitive (still a big 

challenge to rank well)

S
e
a
rc

h
 V

o
lu

m
e

Very High

Very Low Less likely to 

convert

Highly likely to 

convert
Propensity to convert

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



MARKET REALITY

Using Google 
Adwords 
Keyword 
Research Tool

• Think about keywords and 

phrases your customers might be 

using to search for your products 

and services

• See if Google can suggest any 

better (more frequent) relevant 

search terms 

• Shortlist your primary keywords 

and phrases

• See if you can find other, less 

important terms

• Shortlist your secondary keywords 

and phrases

https://adwords.google.co.uk/KeywordPlanner

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION

https://adwords.google.co.uk/KeywordPlanner


Some other nice (free) tools

Answerthepublic.com

Ubersuggest.io

Keywordtool.io

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



Some other nice (free) tools

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION

https://analytics.moz.com/

pro/link-explorer/home

https://moz.com/learn/seo/title-tag

https://analytics.moz.com/pro/link-explorer/home
https://analytics.moz.com/pro/link-explorer/home
https://moz.com/learn/seo/title-tag


Stay up to date with BIG changes…

https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/mobile-friendly/

https://static.googleusercontent.com/media/www.google.com/en//insidesearch/howsearchworks/assets/searchqualityevaluator

guidelines.pdf

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION

https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/mobile-friendly/
https://static.googleusercontent.com/media/www.google.com/en/insidesearch/howsearchworks/assets/searchqualityevaluatorguidelines.pdf


Schema 
Markup and 
Snippets
• Basic fundamentals as 

important as ever (title, 

description, keywords)

• 1/3 of Google results contain 

rich snippets but >1% of 

websites use schema markup* 

Schema mark-up can be used 

to add star ratings, number of 

reviews, pricing and more

• Snippets currently key to 

ranking for voice search

https://blog.kissmetrics.com/get-started-using-schema/

*Searchmetrics

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION

https://blog.kissmetrics.com/get-started-using-schema/


By exposing the brand to a wider audience 

we see…

• Increase in brand searches signals to 

Google that this might actually be a 

‘brand’…

• Direct visits to the website increase as well 

– (data from Google Chrome)) which 

provides further ‘brand’ signals.

• More mentions on social media (Google 

has direct access to the Twitter ‘fire hose’) 

which Google uses to discover content and 

infer yet more ‘brand’ signals.

Integrated marketing powers SEO

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



• Benchmark and audit your website for SEO

• Set and agree objectives for SEO

• Carry out detailed keyword/keyphrase analysis

• Complete competitor analysis

• Implement on-page and technical SEO

• Carry out off-page SEO

• Measure, monitor, refine

SEO Campaign checklist 

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



Exercise

• Think about the words and phrases 

your customers might be using to 

search for your products and 

services

Think pains and passions!

• Give examples of keywords that 

your customers might use based on 

needs or interests, and keywords 

that you might use that are relevant 

to your brand or product

• Try some free tools – Google 

Keyword Planner (Adwords Account 

required), Ubersuggest.io, 

Keywordtool.io

Answerthepublic.com, Moz

(requires sign up)

to understand customer intent and 

searches

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION



SEO:

What better 
questions can we 
ask of our internal 
teams or agency?

What will you do 
differently?



Search Engine Marketing: PPC



Search Engine 
Marketing: PPC

• Adwords

• Creating good copy

• Landing Pages

• SEO & PPC



Source: iab UK PWC, Statista

One of the 
most important 
advertising 
platforms for 
UK businesses
Digital advertising overtook non digital in 

2017

51% digital adspend on PPC. 

Dominated by Google (£2.84bn  

revenue in H12017)

Businesses on average spend over a 

quarter of their marketing budget on 

PPC.

Entry point into the Google results for 

advertisers who want to drive traffic in 

addition to their organic natural results

UK Digital Advertising Spend H1 2017

UK Advertising Spend 1999 - 2018

Spending in million GBP 

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



What is Pay Per 
Click?

• PPC is a business model not a 

product – used by many 

businesses & services 

• ‘Adwords’ is Google’s $50bn 

Pay Per Click Product

• There are other PPC models –

e.g. Amazon, Outbrain

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



Benchmarks?

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



Google PPC newer text ads 

Headlines increased by 140%

Descriptions increased by 14%

Clickthroughs are increasing by >20%

1 x 25 char headline

2 x 35 char description lines

2 x 30 char headlines

1 x 80 char description line

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



How Pay Per Click (PPC) Ads Work

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC

Ads are bought in an auction, where you bid for position. The ad with the highest relevancy “Quality Score” 

typically wins

An advertiser bids 

on a keyword

User searches for 

that keyword

Advertiser’s ad 

shows up in the paid 

results

User clicks on the 

ad and goes to the 

advertiser’s site

Advertiser pays 

search engine 

based on bid

Max Bid $5:  

“money transfer”

GOOGLE:

“Money transfer”

PPC click thru to 

Advertiser’s page

World First billed

How Pay Per Click (PPC) Ads Work 



The Google Adwords Formula

The price you pay for 

each click (often be less 

than the price you bid)

AdRank

Google’s measurement of 

how relevant your ads, 

keywords, and landing page 

are to a person seeing your 

ad.

Google’s measurement of how 

relevant your ads, keywords, 

and landing page are to a 

person seeing your ad.

Cost paid Quality Score Bid= x

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



Quality Score

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC

Google places strong emphasis 

on quality of it’s search results.

QS is a mechanism to 

safeguard against poor quality 

results.

Crucial that boosting each of 

the key elements is at the 

centre of your strategy.



The auction – factors that affects bids/prices

Time

Season

Location

Device being used

Weather

Clickthrough rate

Competition

Your Quality Score

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



Why PPC?

• Speed – Instant Rankings (Anything from 5 minutes)

• Simple to implement – Easy to setup and monitor

• Position Control – You can achieve #1 position if you are 

willing to pay

• Branding Control – You control the ad copy

• Qualified Leads – Targeted ads should lead to more relevant 

results

• Instant Updates – Keyword changes are easy to implement

• Insurance – You are protected against ranking algorithm 

changes on organic Search Engines

• Analytics – You can measure your performance

• Mobile – All top positions are paid for

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



PPC increasingly stealing organic clicks on 
mobile 

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



Match types are 
different ways of 
targeting keywords, 
and keyword groups

Further reading on keyword matching options

https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/2497836?hl=en-GB

+ negative match, e.g. “cheap” to

prevent irrelevant and low converting ads 

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC

Recommended

https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/2497836?hl=en-GB
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/2497836?hl=en-GB


Optimisation improves ongoing campaign 
performance

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



Right message, Right person, Right time, Right 
place

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



• Right Person:
• Re-targeting list for search (RLSA) and Demographics List 

for Search (DLSA), ensure that as well as keywords we can 
prioritise targeting those people that are your audience and 
more importantly are most likely to convert

Beyond just basic account 

structure look at how to optimise 

your audience to programmatically 

deliver the best return

Ad Scheduling

RLSA

DLSA

Best Practice 

Account 

Segmentation 

& Management

• Right Place / Time
• Fully optimise across all audience to ensure that we 

have visibility when the right person is in market by 
device

Further reading location targeting in Google Adwords

https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/1722043?hl=en&topi

c=1713941&ctx=topic

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC

Further reading Retargeting in Google Adwords

https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/6212951?hl=en

https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/1722043?hl=en&topic=1713941&ctx=topic
https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/6212951?hl=en


Personalisation

• Right Person:
• Re-targeting list for search (RLSA) and Demographics List 

for Search (DLSA), ensure that as well as keywords we can 
prioritise targeting those people that are your audience and 
more importantly are most likely to convert 

Beyond just basic account 

structure look at how to optimise 

your audience to programmatically 

deliver the best return

Ad Scheduling

RLSA

DLSA

Best Practice 

Account 

Segmentation 

& Management

• Right Place / Time
• fully optimise across all audience to 

ensure that we have visibility when the 
right person is in market by device 

• Right message
• Knowing all of these thing then allows to personalise that 

message to give us the best chance of attracting the right 
customer

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



Availability

Seasonality

Customer Journey

D
e
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e
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P
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O
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n
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Attribution

Personalisation

• Assessing how to measure success and advancing the 
optimisation process

• Evaluate the Customer Journey

• Evaluate all KPIs

• Integrate offline conversions

• Apply click path attribution

• Utilise technology to maximise return from offline data

• Weather

• Availability

• Profit / ROI

• Pricing

• Seasonality

• TV integration

Look at what offline factors you 

can use to enhance your PPC 

further 

Ad Scheduling

RLSA

DLSA

Best Practice 
Account 

Segmentation 
& 

Management

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



Google Customer Match

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



Sitelink extensions

Call 

extensions

Location extensions

Offer extensions

Ad Extensions

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



Product Listing Ads/Google 
Shopping Ads

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC

76.4% of retail search ad spend in the US, and 

82% of retail search ad spend in the UK

Set up as a Google Merchant. Connect product 

data feeds from your website to ‘GM Center’ with 
attributes that describe your products. 

Don’t need keyword bidding – Ads are 

automatically eligible to show for any search 

query that matches a product you sell. 

Source: Adthena



Source: Econsultancy Paid Search Best Practice Guide

Mobile search

• >60% of mobile searches are local

• Search terms tend to be shorter

• More spelling mistakes on 

keywords

• Strategies for people searching 

locally - opportunity to drive 

potential customers in store to 

complete their purchase (shop 

now, call links etc.)

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



Good copy?

• 3 second rule

• What are your assets (value, quality, 

associations?) 

• Matches your objectives - Is it lead 

gen/direct response/awareness? 

(Download/Book/Explore)

• Matched to need states – emergency vet 

= when you need us most, 24/7, local = 

drop in, we’re open now

• Agile – e.g. “Eden Hazard” should have 

gone to Specsavers

• Uses keywords 

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING



Bidding on competitors trademarks?

• Check your legal position with your lawyers

• In most countries, it’s not illegal but don’t use 

trademarked names in ad text and make it clear you are 

not affiliated with them

• Be prepared for retaliation if you make the first leap

• Consider the inevitable poor CTR and the subsequent 

effect on quality score

https://support.google.com/adwordspolicy/answer/6118?hl=en-GB

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC

https://support.google.com/adwordspolicy/answer/6118?hl=en-GB


Landing Pages

“Mens Nike running shoes” vs “Nike air huarache run ultra mens size 11”

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



PPC + SEO enhances visibility 

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



Why should PPC & SEO strategies align? 

C o s t  P e r  C l i c k
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T I M ES E A R C H  M A P P I N G

D Y N A M I C  L A N D I N G  

PA G E  C R E A T I O N

S E O  

A C T I V I T I E S

S O C I A L I S A T I O N

As organic listing rank improves, PPC budget can be reinvested into new sets of 

search terms to broaden the reach of brand’s search campaign yet further

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



Agile, data-driven PPC – an example

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC

Click to watch 

https://vimeo.com/107335362


Some PPC factors to be aware of 

• Cost – PPC is generally more expensive than organic optimisation

• Management – Campaigns need to be monitored constantly to make them 

effective

• Auction Basis – Competitors often outbid each other for #1 positions – over 

inflating the price of keywords

• Click Fraud – where are those clicks actually coming from?

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



Exercise: Your Turn

• Choose a relevant keyword or phrase for your business

• Develop a set of ads for Adwords that you would like to 

test

• Write an ad!

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



• SEO and PPC are key drivers of traffic

• Keyword strategy = customer behaviours/needs

+ objectives

• Align copy and targeting to simplify customer journeys

• Optimise, optimise, optimise for efficiency and 

effectiveness

Summary

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING: PPC



PPC:

What better 

questions can we 

ask of our internal 

teams or agency?

What will you do 

differently?



Homework: A brand 
that does content & social well (not 
Nike, Innocent, Hubspot etc.) Bonus 
points for B2B!



Day 2



Agenda – Day 2

TOPIC

Review Day 1

Display Advertising

Social Media

Break

TOPIC

Lunch

User Experience & Conversion Rate 
Optimisation

Email & Marketing Automation  

Break

Analysis & Measurement

Performance, Affiliate & Influencer 
Marketing

Morning Afternoon



Review





1. What is the name of Google’s quality measure of the 

relevance and performance of your PPC ads? 

2. Name 3 factors that could affect the cost of your PPC ads?

3. SEO  - approx. how many factors affect whether your web pages are visible in 

Google’s organic search results? 

4. What are the P E S O elements of the integrated marketing/comms planning 

model? P = ?, E = ? Etc.

5. Fill in the BLANKS Content Marketing is the Creation & delivery of information 

tailored to audience needs where both business and audience gain __________ 
from the exchange  of content for ___________. The primary goal is to convert 

audiences to a __________   ___________ ___________.



6. What is the name of Amazon’s walk-in, walk-out store? 

7.What is the process of visualising a customer’s path from 

awareness, to conversion, loyalty, advocacy called ?

8. What are the 3 distinct areas of SEO? 

9. What is the name of Gartner’s model that tracks technical innovation 

and adoption over time?

10. PPC – what types of audience targeting are available beyond keyword 

targeting?  



1. What is the name of Google’s quality measure of the 

relevance and performance of your PPC ads? 

2. Name 3 factors that could affect the cost of your PPC ads?

3. SEO  - approx. how many factors affect whether your web pages are visible 

in Google’s organic search results? 

4. What are the P E S O elements of the integrated marketing/comms

planning model? P = ?, E = ? Etc.

5. Fill in the BLANKS Content Marketing is the Creation & delivery of 

information tailored to audience needs where both business and audience gain 

__________ from the exchange  of content for ___________. The primary 

goal is to convert audiences to a __________   ___________ ___________.

Quality Score

Time, season, location, device used, weather, competition, your clickthrough rate

>200

Paid – Earned – Shared or Social - Owned

value – attention – business building outcome



6. What is the name of Amazon’s walk-in, walk-out store? 

7.What is the process of visualising a customer’s path to conversion, 

loyalty, advocacy called  ?

8. What are the 3 distinct but connected elements of SEO? 

9. What is the name of Gartner’s model that tracks technical innovation and adoption 

over time?

10. PPC – what types of audience targeting are available beyond keyword targeting?  

Amazon Go

Customer Journey Mapping

On-Page, Off-Page and Technical

Hype Cycle

Demographic targeting (DLSA), Retargeting (RLSA) and First Party Data targeting 

(Customer Match) 



Display Advertising



Display Advertising

• Introduction

• Key trends

• Content vs. Advertising



First ever 
banner ad

DISPLAY



Ad formats – examples -

DISPLAY

http://www.richmediagallery.com/

https://actshowcaseemea.tumblr.com/

http://www.richmediagallery.com/
https://actshowcaseemea.tumblr.com/


UK Spend

DISPLAY

Source: IAB



DISPLAY

Display advertising made simple
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Display advertising made simple

DISPLAY



DISPLAY

It’s a Tech Jungle!



Advertising we know and love 
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Key Trends 

• Retargeting

• Programmatic/Real Time Bidding (RTB)

• Header Bidding

• Dynamic creative optimsation

• Ad-blocking

• Native - branded content

DISPLAY



Advertising we know and love 

196

How does retargeting work?

DISPLAY



Advertising we know and love 
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Not just for display

DISPLAY
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Why retargeting?

DISPLAY



Advertising we know and love 
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>80% of Ads are now Programmatic

DISPLAY

Source: Appnexus
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Programmatic Advertising

Click to watch

DISPLAY

https://youtu.be/nVG9vf9xbKk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nVG9vf9xbKk&feature=youtu.be


201

Programmatic Advertising – an 
example

DISPLAY

Age + weather + location data
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Header Bidding

DISPLAY
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Dynamic creative optimisation

DISPLAY

Realtime

data (e.g. fares)

Sequential Messaging

Offer, CTA, creative, copy

depends on audience data



205

Data is key

DISPLAY



206

Ad Blocking

DISPLAY
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Native Advertising

na·tive
ad·ver·tis·ing

ad experience follows natural 
form and function of the user 
experience in which it is placed.

Matches visual design of the 
experience they live within, and 
look and feel like natural content.

Must be clearly marked as Ad, 
Sponsorship, Promotion

DISPLAY
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Native Advertising predicted to drive 74% of Ad 
Revenue by 2021

• These stats include social 

native, native ads on 

publisher websites and PPC 

editorial ads (e.g. Outbrain)

• Social platforms generate 

most revenue from native ads 

and will continue to dominate 

overall native ad spending 

through 2021. 

DISPLAY
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Why the growth?

• Banner blindness

• Some users wary about clicking on 

ads/banners for companies and/or 

products they know little about 

• Less ‘salesy’ format - educates users 

outside of market

• Engagement higher for native ads than 

traditional banners

• Positive for publishers - drives revenue 

in a difficult market

70% 
of internet 

users

want to learn about 

products 

through content vs. 

traditional advertisements

DISPLAY
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Exercise: Find a native ad on a publisher’s 
website

DISPLAY

Some places you could try:

Guardian
Marketing Week

Horse and Hound

Vogue
Vice

Joe 
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The difference between content and advertising?

DISPLAY
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A great example

DISPLAY

Click to watch 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_yyDUOw-BlM
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A business built on a video

DISPLAY

Click to view 

http://dollarshaveclub.com/
https://uk.dollarshaveclub.com/
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Agile, PR led response marketing 

DISPLAY

Click to watch

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bpy75q2DDow


216

B2B can do it too…

DISPLAY

Click to watch 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cnWhmqm5O0o&t=23s


Display:

What better 
questions can we 
ask of our internal 
teams or agency?

What will you do 
differently?



Social Media



Social Media

• Understand what social media is

• Impact on organisations – structural & cultural

• What makes content ‘shareable’

• Planning social media & customer journeys 



Advertising we know and love 
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Social Media is…

1. A strategic tool for uncovering business insights.

2. Marketing that provides value and turns customers into evangelists.

3. Managing the influencers who are driving the conversation around 

your brand.

4. A critical component of customer care.

5. Transformative - organisations need to meet the transparency and 

humanity customers now expect

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Not a platform or marketing channel…to be 
‘owned’

Social media often starts off in marketing but soon acts as proxy for organisations to do 

things differently/better…ORGANISATIONAL AND BRAND BEHAVIOUR

SOCIAL MEDIA
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It’s been the lever of change for many 
organisations

SOCIAL MEDIA
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…thankfully now increasingly aligned to 
business goals

Business Goals

Departmental goals and objectives 

shared? 

Social Media Goals

Aligned to departmental/shared 

goals/objectives 

Social Media 

Tactics

SOCIAL MEDIA
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…things are getting more complicated 

SOCIAL MEDIA

Source: We Are Social



…. likely to be regulated further



Advertising we know and love 
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Key considerations – where are your audiences?

SOCIAL MEDIA

61% of Instagram users 18-34

LinkedIn 610m MAU in >200 countries

TikTok fastest growing social app 1billion (non Chinese)
global app downloads (source: AppAnnie)

23 million UK LinkedIn users



Advertising we know and love 
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Key considerations – what are they doing?

Using Pinterest’s visual

search tool

>500m Daily Instagram Stories users

(and FB forcing users to share memories as Stories)

SOCIAL MEDIA

Sharing GIFs on 

WhatsApp
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Key considerations – what do they want/need 
from you?

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Create Brand ‘Page’ or 

Account

or

Work with interest 

communities

Social Servicing?

New Products/services?

Staff presence

Staff advocacy

Customer advocates?

Content

Campaigns

App integration

Online/Offline

Gifs/stcikers

Challenges

Promotions?

Seeding?

Advertising?

Sponsored

Content?

Lenses?

Partnerships

Bloggers?

Media?

Influencers?

Key considerations – what do they want/need 
from you?

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Key 
considerations 
– can you 
resource/man
age/ measure?

1. Brand Metrics

2. Communications Metrics

3. Servicing Metrics

4. Sales Metrics

5. Etc.

SOCIAL MEDIA



Key considerations – how are you going to reach 

them?

231

Key considerations – social in customer 
journeys?

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Key considerations – integration

TV/YourTube ad

Website with Livechat

Facebook Messenger 

Outdoor

Earned media

+ social media 

influencer
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Significant trends – mobile first, messaging, 
payment integration

WeChat reveals what’s possible when we take a mobile-first approach to platforms, portals, 

payments, social networks and brands. “One stop App”

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Significant 
trends –
Algorithms and 
Ads

• Determine visibility of 

brand posts in news feeds

• Organic reach decrease = 

increase in ads

• Impact of “Facebook 

Zero” on many orgs being 

felt

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Significant 
trends – Video, 
Video, Video

• 360, VR, AR allow viewers to 

experience and engage. FB 

>80% of video views on 

mobile, 62% watch without 

sound 

• Instagram, FB, YouTube Story 

Formats

• Investment in visual 

storytelling/innovation. 

Captioning. Short/Silent.

• Vertical and Canvas/IX formats

• Shortform and Gifs
http://vrse.works/creators/chris-milk/work/the-united-nations-clouds-over-sidra/

SOCIAL MEDIA

http://vrse.works/creators/chris-milk/work/the-united-nations-clouds-over-sidra/
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Social TV

• Watch TV

• IGTV

• Snap Originals

• FB Watch –

Communities/chat 

around TV content

• Quality original 

programming

• 5-15min episodes 

• Opportunities for brands

• In-stream video ads

• But mostly about more 

space for Ads!

https://newsroom.fb.com/news/2017/08/introducing-watch-a-new-platform-for-shows-on-facebook/

SOCIAL MEDIA

https://newsroom.fb.com/news/2017/08/introducing-watch-a-new-platform-for-shows-on-facebook/
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Messenger & 
AI

• Evolution from Public 

platform to 1:1 platform

• Integration of AI is 

Messenger for CS as well 

as brand activation (e.g. 

Channel 4 ‘Humans’) 

• Product, e.g. Sage’s Pegg

to help simplify 

accounting/bookkeeping, 

Peer to Peer payments in 

FB Messenger

TFL’s TravelBot 
KLM’s AI integration

frees up 235 social

CS agents 

https://www.facebook.com/tfltravelbot/

SOCIAL MEDIA

https://www.facebook.com/tfltravelbot/
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S-Commerce

• A few failed attempts but

Shop integration, 

shoppable posts and 

Stories driving significant 

revenue for many orgs 

• Influencers using 

Instagram checkout to 

‘sell the look’

• Pinterest pivot towards 

shoppable content

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Social media advertising targeting 
‘where the magic happens’

• Behaviours (via third party data) 

• Purchasing 

• Device usage

• Lifestyles 

• Proprietary Data – AKA “Where the Magic Happens”

• Customer lists

• Website visitors

• Lookalike Audiences

But so much poor targeting, 

Incorrect context and sub-standard 

creative ;-(

SOCIAL MEDIA

• Location

• Demographics 

• Age

• Gender

• Relationship status

• Education

• Work (job title, company) 

• Interests

• Activities

• Likes

• Broad Interests

• TV Shows

• Events



Key considerations – how are you going to reach 

them?

240

Social advertising is objective-led

• Branding

• Reach 

• Engagement

• Video views

• Direct Response

• Click

• Purchase

• Download

• Apply
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Social 
advertising is 
all about 
context

• People experience your 

messages as part of their 

native experiences; 

you’re placed among 

content from sources that 

they enjoy and private 

spaces – be careful!

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Social 
advertising is 
cost-effective

• Low minimum spends on 

social media - returns can be 

cost effective

• Seasonality, competition for 

audiences and poor ads can 

all affect bid prices

SOCIAL MEDIA



Key considerations – how are you going to reach 

them?

243

What gets 
shared on 
social media?

The 6 elements of 
successful social content:

1. Social currency

2. Triggers

3. Emotion

4. Public

5. Practical value

6. Stories

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Social Currency

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Triggers

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Emotion

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Public Value 

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Practical Value 

Moleskine Manifesto

Nokia – design your day (video/ebook)

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Stories

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Importance of quality control

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Critical element of issues and crisis 
management

SOCIAL MEDIA



Key considerations – how are you going to reach 

them?

252

Where do you start?

Set

Objectives

Resource

Define 

Audiences

SOCIAL MEDIA
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Exercise: Social Media

1. Social currency

2. Triggers
3. Emotion

4. Public

5. Practical value
6. Stories

Review your social media

platforms

Who is engaging?

Look at your your most shared social 

content - what STEPPS element does 

it have?

Where does your social activity fit with 

customer journeys?

SOCIAL MEDIA



• Social monitoring data can be useful source of insight

• Real-time response and always-on are both important and resource-heavy

• Ensure content is aligned to defined social media strategy

• Native advertising offers excellent opportunities to target and amplify content

• Brand advocacy can be powerful but paid seeding key to amplification 

Social Summary

SOCIAL MEDIA



Social:

What better 
questions can we 
ask of our internal 
teams or agency?

What will you do 
differently?



Performance, Affiliate & Influencer



Performance, Affiliate 
& Influencer Marketing

• What is performance/affiliate marketing?

• What is influencer marketing?

• Who manages it?

• Where does it fit in to our strategy?
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What is Performance Marketing?

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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What is Performance Marketing?

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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A Simple Model 

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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The Founder of Affiliate Marketing?

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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Anyone can become an affiliate

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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Affiliate marketing is very influential

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER

On Black Friday2019, AWIN, reported sales

sales recorded across its affiliate Network between 8pm – 9pm 
€109.1m. 

The average order value was €116.19

AWIN Affilates earned €580.3k in that single hour

Awin generated £13.85billion revenue for advertisers in2018 

and £614m commission for publishers/affiliates.

https://www.awin.com/gb/market-insights/black-friday



Key considerations – how are you going to reach 

them?

264

Who’s Advertising?

Finance = 34% of spend Retailers = 21% of spend

Travel & Leisure= 19% of spend

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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Brands with affiliate programmes

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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Who are the BIG affiliates?

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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Affiliate Types UK

40%

26%
23%

19%

18%

Affiliate Type

Price Comparison

Voucher Codes

Loyalty Schemes

Cashback

Bloggers

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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Bloggers, Vloggers, Influencers

60% earning 

£500 - £5000 

per month

Source: bigmouthmedia

http://issuu.com/affiliatesummit/docs/affstat-2015

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER

http://issuu.com/affiliatesummit/docs/affstat-2015
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Methods used 
by affiliates 

SEO – 61%

Social Media – 60%

Blogging – 57%

Email – 37.8%

PPC – 29%

Word of Mouth – 29%

Video/Images – 25.1%

Offline Marketing – 13%

Comment Marketing – 11%

Guest Posting – 9%

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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Affiliate Networks enable scale

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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Industry specific sub affiliate networks

Innovation includes emoji driven, trackable affiliate codes 
for Snapchat/Instagram

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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The importance of attribution

Source: Webgains

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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A Brand’s Response

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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A Brand’s Response 2

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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New performance marketing models

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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Influencer 
Marketing

1. Celebrity

2. Professional Top Tier

3. Professional Power Middle

4. Mid-Tier

5. Micro influencers

6. Customer Advocates

7. Staff Advocates

Source: https://econsultancy.com/reports/the-voice-of-the-influencer/

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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Nice work if 
you can get it!

• Well established in fashion and 

beauty industry.

• We can all learn from the 

growth, successes and

mistakes

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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But full of pitfalls!

• ‘Like buying’ perennial issue in 

social 

• $440 buys 50,000 Instagram

followers, 5,000 likes and 500 

comments!

• Commercial databases (e.g. 

Fashion & Beauty Monitor) 

provide security

• Check for spammy Instagram 

accounts

• <2% engagement rate

• Speed of likes (level off at 5 

mins)

• Types of accounts 

liking/following (lots of 

numbers, private/child 

accounts, different language, 

spammy posts etc.) 

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER

https://metro.co.uk/2018/09/03/blogger-sent-death-threats-for-staged-instagram-ad-where-she-

swapped-pancakes-for-wraps-7907366/

https://metro.co.uk/2018/09/03/blogger-sent-death-threats-for-staged-instagram-ad-where-she-swapped-pancakes-for-wraps-7907366/
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Done well, can have a huge impact

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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Brand awareness and sales objectives 

• >53 million reach for campaign

• >1.2 million views of influencer video content

• SEO longevity of content linking to and on Tesco 

Mobile hub

• Measurable positive brand metrics

• Consistent messaging through all channels

• Reaches and impacts 3 distinct target audiences

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER
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New micro influencer / affiliate trends

PERFORMANCE, AFFILIATE, INFLUENCER

https://econsultancy.com/impressive-influencer-marketing-campaigns/

http://www.asos.com/discover/insiders/

https://econsultancy.com/impressive-influencer-marketing-campaigns/
http://www.asos.com/discover/insiders/


EXERCISE: Could you give up you day job? 

https://influencermarketinghub.com/instagram-money-calculator/

How much could you earn for an

Instagram sponsored post?

https://influencermarketinghub.com/instagram-money-calculator/


Performance, 
Affiliate and 
Influencer 
Marketing:

What better questions 
can we ask of our 
internal teams or 
agency?

What will you do 
differently?



UX and CRO



UX and CRO

• What  is User Experience and CRO  ?

• Where does it sit in our strategy?



We are generally driving users to a platform for 
some form of conversion

Owned Third Party

Websites

Microsites
Apps

Intranets

E-learning

Social

Video platforms

UX and CRO



Big changes matter!

UX and CRO



DISCUSSION: What User Experience (UX) issues 
frustrate you about websites/apps? 

• Slow load times ?

• Hard to find info you need ?

• Difficult or lengthy forms ?

• Lack of information

• Lengthy copy

• No filter options

• Captchas ?

• Logins/Password ‘use capital letter, non

alpha numeric etc.’?

• Not returning to same part of page/product ? 

(especially retailers)

• Error pages ?

• etc.

UX and CRO



Poor user experience = impact on your bottom 
line

UX and CRO

Click to watch 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Sk7cOqB9Dk


User Experience basics

UX and CRO

UX fundamentals

https://bitesize.econsultancy.com/module/26


Design platforms around people – don’t teach 

people to use platforms!

• Differences in age, gender – your personas 

are important 
• Cognitive differences

• Support people with disabilities

• Reduce tension and help users to achieve 
objectives

UX and CRO



If you’re creating a new platform

User

Interviews

Analytics 

review

User 

Experience/

Usability 

review

Competitor 

Landscape 

Review

Stakeholder 

Interviews

Internal 

workshops

Business goal 

alignment

Set

Objectives

Research: what do your users want/need ?

Research: what does the org want/need ?

UX and CRO



If you’re updating an old platform

1. Test old design – ID 

elements to keep or 

emphasise, and bad 

parts that give users 

trouble.

2. Review competitors' 

designs and best in 

industry platforms – a 

range of alternative 

UIs 

3. Conduct user study to 

see how users behave 

in their natural habitat.

4. Look at web analytics 

and understand 

potential issues

2012

2004

2016

2017

UX and CRO

http://archive.org/web/

2019

http://archive.org/web/


If you’re updating an old platform

5. Paper/lo-fi prototypes. 

Changes based on test 

results.

6. Move to high-fidelity 

representations. Test each 

iteration.

7. Design using established 

usability guidelines 

www.w3.org

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/g

overnment-design-principles

8. Implement final design, test it 

again. Subtle usability 

problems always creep in.

9. Iterate based on user data

10. Ongoing UX and CRO testing

Pen and paper

Card sorting
Open and Closed

UX and CRO

Gomockingbird.com

http://www.w3.org/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/government-design-principles


Optimise your platform – basic UX testing 

Technical Design /

Appearance

Navigation /

Site 
Structure

Content E-Commerce Avoidances

Page Load 

Times

Layout - font Navigation

menus (e.g. 

mega drop 

down)

Copy and other 

content formats (e.g. 

pricing psychology, 

explainer videos)

Site sales – e.g. 

comparison, cross 

sell, mini baskets

Outdated information

Browser and 

device 

compatibility

Graphics Scrolling 

and buttons

Critical information –

e.g. contact info, 

FAQs, Ts and Cs, 

Privacy Policy etc.

Checkout process –

forms, order 

summary

Dead Links

Validation – is 

it accessible 

and does it 

conform to 

web standards

Links and 

rollovers

Search

function

Feedback forms and 

error messages

Trust – e.g. order 

process messages

Unnecessary sign 

ups or checks (e.g. 

Captchas)

UX and CRO



Developer>Beta testing and user lab testing

• Closed Beta

• Persona walkthroughs

• In-depth interviews

• Roundtables

• Usability labs

• Eyetracking studies

• Click testing

• Calls to action

• Persuasive copy

• Pricing strategies

• Personalisation

Further reading: http://www.nickkolenda.com/psychological-pricing-strategies/

UX and CRO

http://www.nickkolenda.com/psychological-pricing-strategies/


What is CRO?

• Conversion Rate 

Optimisation

• IDs where users fall 

out of the conversion 

‘funnel’

• Split test pages with 

different users 

(images, CTA, copy, 

layout etc.)

• Test across devices

• Make changes based 

on what works best Q: Which of these 2 images more clearly visualizes this 

hair extension product’s benefit to the consumer?

Image 1

Image 2

+7.93% CTR and revenue per visitor 

increased by +17.61%.

UX and CRO



What is CRO?

Q: Which of these 2 designs for mobile generated a lower 

CTR and lower revenue per visitor?

Version 1 Version 2

-0.67% CTR and revenue per visitor 

decreased by -27.69%.

UX and CRO



Conversion goals/events

Your site might have a single conversion goal 

(e.g. product purchase) but a number of 
conversion events at page level to get to that 

goal 

Ask some simple questions about desired visitor 

actions: 

• What’s the conversion event for this page?

• How is the success of this page being measured?

• How might this page’s performance be improved?

UX and CRO



Methods to improve conversion rates

Source: Econsultancy

“Companies that are 

improving their 

conversions typically use 

35% more methods than 

their counterparts who are 

not seeing conversion 

rates change positively.”

UX and CRO



Tools for UX testing and CRO

Further reading: https://econsultancy.com/blog/69447-ask-the-experts-conversion-rate-optimisation-trends-challenges-strategy/

Google Analytics (Conversion Funnels)

Crazy Egg
Optimisely

UX and CRO

https://econsultancy.com/blog/69447-ask-the-experts-conversion-rate-optimisation-trends-challenges-strategy/


Exercise: Look at Harry’s Shave Club and their 
UX/CRO

https://www.harrys.com/en/gb

UX and CRO

https://www.harrys.com/en/gb


Why is this such a good example?

https://www.harrys.com/en/gb

UX and CRO

• Simplicity of Home page with obvious next step 

• Minimal competing information

• Minimal steps in the on-site journey to purchase

• Clever ways of representing complex choices (e.g.shave frequency)

• Clarity on product page and order (‘system status visibility’)

• Easy sign up and registration (minimal viable data approach) 

https://www.harrys.com/en/gb


Not just for 
web platforms 
– in-store

Argos concept store

UX and CRO



Not just for web platforms – apps

UX and CRO



Not just for 
web platforms 
– email and 
social 

UX and CRO



Not all 
persuasive 
design is 
‘good’ design

UX and CRO

https://econsultancy.com/blog/9067-lings-cars-and-the-art-of-persuading-visitors-to-buy/

https://www.lingscars.com/

https://econsultancy.com/blog/9067-lings-cars-and-the-art-of-persuading-visitors-to-buy/
https://www.lingscars.com/


• <5% of DM budget spent on optimsation but can have huge 

impact on results 

• Optimise along the whole customer journey

• What are your conversion goals/events ?

• Optimise text, images, video, design, calls to action

• Test and learn – use multiple methods to test

• Remember mobile, social, email, in-store UX optimisation!

• Look out for the BIG UX signals 

Summary

UX and CRO



Exercise: Usability Test

UX and CRO

• Test your website/app

on a mobile device

• OR 

• Pair up – ask each other to 

perform a high value user task on 

you website (e.g. “find a suitable 

for an elderly relative”)

• Talk through your UX pains/delight 

as a ‘tester’



UX and CRO: 

What better 
questions can we 
ask of our internal 
teams or agency?

What will you do 
differently?



Email Marketing and Marketing 

Automation 



Email Marketing and 
Marketing Automation

• Email marketing practices

• Segmentation and personalisation

• Optimisation and testing

• Marketing automation 
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The unsung hero of digital

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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We still send and receive more emails than 
IM/video call!  

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/102755/adults-media-use-attitudes-2017.pdf

https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/102755/adults-media-use-attitudes-2017.pdf
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But the devices 
are changing

• 45% of email opens occurred 

on mobile, 36% on desktop

• 19% in a webmail client

Sources: Turnpath, Econsultancy, Adestra

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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Email marketing

How effective is email marketing? How do you rate the following channels in terms of return on investment?

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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What are we measuring? 

Slight decrease in key metrics year on year – email effectiveness remaining fairly static

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION



considerations – how are you going to reach them?

318

Segmentation is key

Email marketing 

practices…

Which of the following 

practices are a part of your 

email marketing efforts?

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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Segmentation

Understanding 

your customers

Mindset

Basic info

Demographics

Segmentation 

and clusters

Lifestyles and 

attitudes

Behaviour and 

propensities

What are they interested in 
and think about things?

What have they bought or 
looked at in the past?

Can I divide these into groups with common attributes?

How old are they?
Lifestage?

Do I have their name, email 
and address?

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION



Pre-Purchase Post-Purchase Post-Trip

Gauge Satisfaction;

Inspire Another Trip

Cross-Sell;

Provide Trip Tools

Convert the 

Travel Inspired
Inspire the

Travel Idle

Pre-Planning

Real Deals 

FareWatcher

Easy Escapes 

Origination Fare Sales 

Good Day to Buy Air 

Good Day to Buy Hotel 

Good Day to Buy TotalTrip

Unannounced Fare Sales

Short Notice Fare Sales 

Great Destinations 

Car Promos 

Hotel Promos 

Cruise Promos 

Last Minute Deals Promos 

Partner Marketing Promos 

Cross-Sell 

Thank You

Bon Voyage 

Welcome Back 

Tailoring your communication to the customer 
journey

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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6 weapons of 
influence

Reciprocity

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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6 weapons of 
influence Commitment and Consistency

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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6 weapons of 
influence Consensus

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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6 weapons 
of influence

Affinity

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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6 weapons of 
influence

Authority

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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6 weapons 
of influence

Scarcity

(#FOMO)

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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Test your weapons

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION

1. Repricocity

2. Commitment and 

Consistency
3. Consensus

4. Affinity
5. Authority
6. Scarcity
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Optimising 
creative

• Design – the power of 

three

• Innovation – gifs (e.g. 

Moo Dice)

Which achieved 17% higher 

open rate?

1. “Reader’s Choice of 

Twelve Must-Read 

Articles From Past 

Issues”

2. “ Reader’s Choice of 
Twelve Must-Read 

Articles From Recent 

Issues”

Optimising email creative

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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Basic methods to optimise email 
campaigns

• Test copy in email headers

• Use different subject lines – open and click 

through rates

• Try different ‘from’ addresses (generally, 

consistent ‘from’ addresses perform best)

• Test different template styles

• Try testing copy length

• Experiment with buttons vs. text links for 

calls to action.

• Test personalisation – e.g , does saying 

“Dear firstname” work better than “Hello.”?

• Time of day testing

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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Optimising for 
mobile

• Responsive 

templates

• Less copy (30:30:30)

• Calls to action

• Subject lines – 71 

characters on iPhone 

5!

• Mobile optimised

landing pages

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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Test and learn

Split testing, A/B 

testing
Content optimisation

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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Test and learn

Test everything

= Number of people 
who act on your email

Attention/ 

Interest/ 

Desire

Find Out More/

Purchase

Open 

Email

% Bouncebacks

% Opens

% Clicks

% Actions

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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Triggered events

Abandoned checkout email example 

from Anthropologie

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION

Upsell – My daughter uses my Premium Spotify 

account to listen to her terrible music…
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Exercise: Email 

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION

Exercise: Critique recent 

marketing emails you 

received in your inbox –

how effective were they in 

getting your attention, 

engaging you, encouraging 

you to click through?

Did they use any weapons 

of influence?

Was their a trigger event in 

a marketing automation 

process? (e.g. checkout 

abandonment, cross-sell 

etc.)



Key considerations – how are you going to reach 

them?
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Marketing more effectively

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION

https://econsultancy.com/blog/68769-what-s-the-difference-between-crm-marketing-automation-and-dmps/

https://econsultancy.com/blog/68769-what-s-the-difference-between-crm-marketing-automation-and-dmps/
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Common features and functions

Source: http://www.marketo.com/marketing-automation/

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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Defining marketing automation

What it is not:

• Just email marketing

• A better way to send spam

• Beneficial to just marketing

• A solution that doesn’t require effort

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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Defining marketing automation

Example B2B 

Funnel

Marketing

Sales

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION
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EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION 

What is Marketing Automation

https://bitesize.econsultancy.com/module/40
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Dangers of 
Marketing 
Automation?

• Bought 30% discounted coat

• Volume far too great – email 

and social ads daily for 1 

month

• Reputational issue?

• Redbubble 30% discount 

offered immediately after 

purchase

• Cheated?

EMAIL AND MARKETING AUTOMATION



Advertising we know and love 
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GDPR

‘…the most important change in data privacy regulation 

in 20 years’

• Enforced May 2018

• Designed to protect EU 

citizens from privacy and data 

breaches, strengthen and 

unify data protection, give 

more control back to citizens

• Severe penalties (up to 4% of 

global turnover

• Valid consent explicit, 

encryption, right of erasure, 

data breach reporting 
obilgations, data protection by 

design, records of processing 

activities

• After Brexit – rules still apply 

to data on EU citizens, UK 

position depends on 

legislation

GDPR

http://www.eugdpr.org/key-changes.html

Further study: https://econsultancy.com/reports/

a-marketer-s-guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/

Useful information: https://econsultancy.com/hello/gdpr-for-marketers/

http://www.eugdpr.org/key-changes.html
https://econsultancy.com/reports/a-marketer-s-guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/
https://econsultancy.com/reports/a-marketer-s-guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/
https://econsultancy.com/hello/gdpr-for-marketers/


Email and 
Marketing 
Automation:

What better 
questions can we 
ask of our internal 
teams or agency?

What will you do 
differently?



Data, Tracking & Analysis



Data, Tracking & 
Analysis

• Who are our customers online?

• What can we track?

• How do we tie this all together?

• Show what’s working?

• Achieve continuous improvement?
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Data used in all areas of the marketing lifecycle

Prepare

Research

Objective

StrategyPlan

Execute

Review

ANALYTICS

1. Planning

2. Targeting – first, second and third 

party

3. Evaluation

4. Optimisation
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Typical marketing requirements from data are…

Prepare

Research

Objective

StrategyPlan

Execute

Review

ANALYTICS

• To Optimise the Customer Journey 

• To increase customer loyalty and 
value

• To understand marketing 

performance and improve return on 
investment



y considerations – how are you going to reach 

them?
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Measures of campaign success depend on your 
objectives…

Prepare

Research

Objective

StrategyPlan

Execute

Review

ANALYTICS

So we need to go all the way back to the start -

which is why “Get To By” and “See, Think, Do, Care” 

or other planning frameworks help



The campaign briefing framework should have 
some KPIs

BY

TO

GET

SOLUTION

Audience Targeting

Measurement

Messages Media & Content

WHO

Who do you want to talk to? How 

would you describe them? 

WHAT 

What do you want them to feel, think 

or do? What needs to change?

HOW 

What will you broadly say to make 

them feel, think or act that way?

BRIEFING



What data signals can we access?

Your Data Media 

Platform
3rd party



Mapped to your customer journeys

See Do CareThink

Messaging

Behavioural
Metric

Efficiency 
Metric

What mindset are they 

supposed to attain in 

this stage?

What mindset are they 

supposed to attain in 

this stage?

What mindset are they 

supposed to attain in 

this stage? 

What mindset are they 

supposed to attain in 

this stage?

KPI #1 + Goal

KPI #2 + Goal

KPI #3 + Goal

KPI #1 + Goal

KPI #2 + Goal

KPI #3 + Goal

KPI #1 + Goal

KPI #2 + Goal

KPI #3 + Goal

KPI #1 + Goal

KPI #2 + Goal

KPI #3 + Goal

KPI + Goal KPI + Goal KPI + Goal KPI + Goal

What is the behavioural objective for this campaign? What shifts in mindset or behaviour do you want to achieve? 
Behavioral or 
Mindset Shift



Consider most useful data mapped to customer 
journeys

Website 

traffic

Video views on 

YouTube

Banner ad 

impressionsContent engagement on 

Facebook

Reach metrics on 

Facebook

Content interaction on 

website

Online 

sales Share of 

voice

Positive brand mentions on 

social media 

Banner click 

through rate

Conversion 

rate

Number of 

retweets

Online competition 

entries

Blog 

comments

Digital

coupon 

download

Newsletter

Sign-up

VOD ad 

views

Brand searches

on Google

Re-pins on Pinterest

Qualified leads generated 

on LinkedIn ads

Engagementrate

Ad 

strapline 

mentions 

in social 

Hashtag

use

Viewthrough rate

Positive sentiment online 

media coverage 

Facebook Donate -

donations
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Web Analytics…In Short 

things

Where did they come from/which channel 

(Source)?

What did they do (Behaviour)?

What was the result (Outcome)?

…attribution modelling/reporting = assigns 

credit/value

ANALYTICS
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Many challenges

ANALYTICS

1. Not sure what we’re measuring or why

2. The numbers often don’t match up (e.g. social > website)

3. There’s no ‘one size fits all’ approach to reporting

4. Data v insights

5. We’re stitching together qual/quant, behavioural, paid, 
owned, earned, online & offline

6. Different devices 

7. We can’t tag everything!

8. Attribution Modelling still immature

9. Standard frameworks?
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Gather the Data – web analytics

ANALYTICS
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Gather the Data – social, email, PPC etc.

ANALYTICS
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Gather the Data – surveys / unstructured data

ANALYTICS
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Gather the Data 
– campaign tags

Marketing needs to be tagged 

correctly to measure and optimise: 

• Campaign – Time, 

sequential, 

product/service

• Medium – Agree 

spelling/format

• Source – Agree 

spelling/format

• Content – Descriptive, 

scalable, pragmatic

• Item/Term –

Descriptive, scalable, 

pragmatic
Use the Google URL Tool

ANALYTICS

?utm_source=newsletter10&utm_medium=email&utm_term=graphic2&utm_content=halfpriceoffer&utm_campaign=newjuiceproductlaunch
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Understanding what it tells us – Attribution

ANALYTICS
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ANALYTICS

Understanding what it tells us - Attribution

What is attribution

https://bitesize.econsultancy.com/module/44
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Awareness, recall, 

consideration, opinion…

What consumers 

actually do
What consumers 

think or feel

Volume of  
conversations, 

interaction rates, 
downloads,,word of 
mouth, number of 

searches, business 
results

Reach, views 

Impressions, frequency

What the brand did and 

at what cost

OUTPUTS OUT-TAKES

Campaign Attitudinal Behavioural

OUTCOMES

A framework for measures

ANALYTICS

Measurement
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Awareness, recall, 

consideration, opinion…

What consumers 

actually do
What consumers 

think or feel

Volume of  

conversations, 

interaction rates, 

downloads,,word of 

mouth, number of 

searches, business 

results

Reach, views Impressions, 

frequency

What the brand did and 

at what cost

OUTPUTS OUT-TAKES

Campaign Attitudinal Behavioural

OUTCOMES

A framework for measures

Awareness Preference Purchase Loyalty

ANALYTICS

Measurement
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ANALYTICS

A D.I.A framework

Data = The “what”?
Insights = The “so what”?

Actions =  The “now what”?
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ANALYTICS

A D.I.A framework

We lack a standard digital marketing framework.
But there are steps in the right direction, e.g. AMEC social media valid framework

Campaigns, channels and business metrics – Paid, Owned, Earned 



Dashboards are not analytics…

What should we feature on a daily, weekly and monthly reporting basis?

What narrative is most helpful?

Who needs what type of report?

Data > Insight > Action
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ANALYTICS

Most importantly, act on the results!



Data, Tracking and 
Analysis:

What better 
questions can we 
ask of our internal 
teams or agency?

What will you do 
differently?



That’s all folks!



Any questions?

GET IN TOUCH

E: training@econsultancy.com

T: +44 (0)207 970 4167




